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Abstract 
In his paper (1942), Ore found necessary and sufficient conditions under which the modular 
and distributive laws hold in the lattice of equivalence relations on a set S. In the present paper, 
we consider commuting equivalence relations. It has been proved by J6nsson (1953) that the 
modular law holds in the lattice of commuting equivalence relations. We give some necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the distributive law and its dual to hold for commuting equivalence 
relations. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1. Introduction 
In this note, we find simple necessary and sufficient conditions for the distributive 
law to hold for commuting equivalence relations. 
2. Commuting equivalence relations 
An equivalence relation R is a subset of  S x S which is reflexive, symmetric, and 
transitive. 
The set of equivalence relations on a set S is identified with the lattice of  parti- 
tions II(S) of the set S. Let us denote R~ the equivalence relation associated to the 
partition ~z. 
We sometimes write (a, b)E R~ as well as arab. 
Two equivalence relations R~ and R~ are independent if for any two blocks na E 
and ab E a, we have rta A ~rb ¢ 0. 
Two equivalence relations R. and Ro are said to commute if R~ o R~ =R~ o R~, 
where o represents the composition of relations, i.e., R o T = {(a, b) E S × S. there exists 
cES, such that (a,c)ER, and (c,b)E T}. 
The following facts characterize the commutativity of equivalence relations [2]: 
(1) Two equivalence relations R and T commute if and only if R o T is an equivalence 
relation. 
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(2) Two equivalence relations R~ and R~ commute if and only if for every block C 
of the partition n V a, the restrictions n]c, alc are independent partitions. 
3. The distributive law for commuting equivalence relations 
A linear lattice is a sublattice of H(S), with the property that the equivalence 
relations associated with any two partitions in the lattice commute. We denote a linear 
lattice by ~.  
It is known that every linear lattice is a modular lattice [3,5,7]. 
In general, a linear lattice is not distributive. We shall study when the distributive 
law holds for commuting equivalence relations R~, R~, and Re: 
R, A (R,~ V Re)=(R, A R~) V (R,~ ARz). (1) 
Definition 1. Two partitions n and a are said to be associable if every block of n V a 
is a block of either n or a. 
We have trivially: 
Proposition 2. I f  two partitions n and a are associable, then R, and R~ commute. 
Our first result is: 
Theorem 3. For two commuting equivalence r lations R, and Re, the necessary and 
sufficient condition that the distributive law (1) holds for all R~ which commute with 
both R, and R~ is that R, and Re be associable. 
ProoL Assume that R~ and Re are associable. We show that 
R. A (R~ V R~) ~<(R. AR~) V (R. AR~). 
Now aR.A(R~ VR~)b implies aRab and aR~VReb, and hence either aRob or aReb. 
That is, either aR. A Rob or aR. ARab holds. This proves that the distributive law 
holds. 
Conversely, if R~ and Re are not associable, then there exists a block al of a 
which overlaps at least two blocks zl and ~2 in z, and zl is not entirely contained 
in aj. 
Define a partition # by letting its blocks be #1, #2 .. . . .  where 
#1 =(a l  n z:)U (~l - zl ha l ) ,  
#2=(a l  o~l )u (z2  - z2nal), 
#i=zi  for i¢ I  where I  is some index set. 
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Then Ru commutes with R, and Re. But 61 7? 2.1 and 2.2 - -  (71 f-~ 2"2 are distinct blocks in 
(R~ A R~)V (R I, A Re) while they belong to one block in R~ A (R~ V Re). This contradicts 
the distributive law. ~] 
Next we fix R~ and R~ instead of R. and RT; then we have: 
Theorem 4. For two commuting equivalence relations R~ and Re, the necessary and 
sufficient condition that the distributive law (1) holds for all Ro which commute with 
both R~ and Re is that R~ and Re be associable. 
ProoL Assume that Rn and Re are associable. We show that 
R~ A(Ro V R~)<<,(R~ AR~) V(R~ ARt). 
Now aR~ A (R~ V R~)b means that arab and there exists a c such that aR~c, cR~b. But 
cReb, bR~a ~ cRe V R,a ~ either cR,a, or cRra. 
There are two cases: 
(1) cR~a. Then 
cR,a and aR~c imply aR~ A R~c, 
cR~a and aRab imply cR,b, 
cR~b and cR~b imply cR~ A R~b. 
Combining the right hand side of the first and the third row, we have 
a(R,~ A R,,) V (R~ A Re)b. 
(2) cR~a. Then 
cRra and cR,:b imply aRcb, 
aRrb and aRnb imply aR~ A RTb. 
Since R~AR~<...(R~ARo)V(R, A e), so once again we have a(R~AR~)V 
(R~ARr)b. 
Conversely, if R~ and Re are not associable, there exists a block nl of n which 
overlaps at least two blocks rl and 2.2 in z, and rl is not entirely contained in hi. 
As in the proof of the previous theorem, define a partition p by letting its blocks be 
/q,/~2 .....  where 
]22 ----- (7~1 ('17:1) U ('C2 --  2.2 n n l ) ,  
#i=zi  for iE I  whereI  is some index set. 
Such a # commutes with both n and 2.. Note that nl N zl and nl N z2 are two distinct 
blocks in both Rn A Re and Rn A RI,, but they are one block in Rn A (Ru V Re). This 
means that R~ A (Re V R~) # (Rn A Re) V (R~R~,). [] 
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Remark. Instead of (1) one could consider the dual distributive law 
R. V (R~ n R~) = (R~ V R~) n (R~ VR~). (2) 
As in the proof of the preceding theorems, one may easily prove: 
(1) For two commuting equivalence relations R~ and R~, the necessary and sufficient 
condition that the dual distributive law (2) holds for all R~ which commute with 
both R~ and R~ is that Ro and R~ be associable. 
(2) For two commuting equivalence relations R~ and Rr, the necessary and sufficient 
condition that the dual distributive law (2) holds for all R~ which commute with 
both R~ and R~ is that R. and R~ be associable. 
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